are therefore of fundamental importance. They are mainly 1 INTRODUC TION attributed to the exchange of axial angular momentum between the atmosphere and the solid Earth. It should be noted that Variations in Earth rotation and polar motion are mainly the main contributions to the axial AAM component are caused by dynamic processes due to mass redistributions global zonal winds in the troposphere and the stratosphere. subject to the conservation of the total angular momentum There are, however, small but significant discrepancies in of the entire Earth. In these processes, the dominant forcing the solid-Earth-atmosphere momentum budget derived from is of atmospheric origin. Variations in atmospheric angular momentum (AAM) are mirrored clearly in Earth rotation high-quality data sets at seasonal frequencies. The subject of this paper is to study the amplitude, phase and period of the signals on many timescales. The hydrosphere is another excitation source.
seasonal oscillations in LOD and AAM in terms of their temporal variability and to quantify better the discrepancies Seasonal changes in length of day (LOD) represent the largest signal in this quantity on less than decadal periods and between the LOD and AAM estimates in search of their sources.
(1993). As mentioned above, the review here is restricted to 2 STATE OF THE ART IN STUDYING THE the progress related to seasonal periods.
EARTH'S AXIAL ANGULAR MOMENTUM
Prior to the 1980s, studies relating LOD and AAM dealt BALANCE AT SEASONAL PERIODS mostly with seasonal timescales because of data constraints. The results involved large uncertainties because of the limited It is appropriate to review briefly some previous studies on the seasonal changes in LOD and AAM. There have been efforts quality of the input data sets. It was repeatedly found that the seasonal changes in LOD are caused by seasonal changes in pertaining to geodetic-astronomical time determinations and keeping the time using pendulum clocks since about 1890.
AAM. In addition, there was a considerable discrepancy in the seasonal angular momentum budget of the global solid-EarthInternational activities in the field of the study of the Earth's rotation go back to 1898, when the International Latitude atmosphere system. The ensuing decades saw a number of studies aimed at better quantifying the relationship between Service began to monitor the motion of the Earth's pole of rotation by star observations at six stations. The classical AAM and LOD. Eubanks, Steppe & Dickey (1985a) found significant discrepancies between the angular momentum timemethod for measuring polar motion and LOD is based on observing transit times of stars at a network of observatories series computed for the Earth and the atmosphere with highresolution data sets at seasonal periods. But winds at pressures worldwide. Seasonal variations in the Earth's rotation were first detected using quartz clocks in the mid-thirties (Pawel & of less than 100 hPa, changes in the atmospheric pressure, and the response of the oceans to changes in the atmosphere Uhink 1935; Stoyko 1936) . Until the introduction of the atomic timescale in July 1955, the investigations of this problem were pressure, among other effects, were ignored in the study. By having their upper boundaries limited to either 100 or 50 hPa, difficult because of clock instabilities. Several new space-based techniques have recently been introduced for Earth rotation the NMC AAM data sets do not incorporate much of the stratosphere. Therefore, most previous studies of the Earthmeasurement. These include very-long-baseline interferometry ( VLBI), satellite laser ranging (SLR) and lunar laser ranging atmosphere momentum budget were not able to achieve a balanced budget at these timescales. (LLR) . The data from each of these techniques span somewhat different periods and involve different temporal resolutions.
showed that the momentum in this portion of the atmosphere can account for the discrepancies previously found in the Most recently, the Global Positioning System (GPS) has become available to measure the Earth orientation parameters annual and semi-annual components of the solid-Earthatmosphere momentum budget. Another process capable (EOPs). Munk & Miller (1950) showed that seasonal changes in of exciting changes in LOD not considered involves the meridional shifting of air masses. Naito & Kikuchi (1990) LOD could be explained by changes in AAM. Munk & MacDonald (1960) then concluded that the seasonal Earth demonstrated that redistribution of air masses and surface water storage contribute to reducing the seasonal imbalances rotation variations are mainly driven by the exchange of axial angular momentum between the atmosphere and the solid in the solid-Earth-atmosphere momentum budget. For the annual period, Gu & Paquet (1993) concluded that the shortfall Earth on this timescale. For the first time, Hide et al. (1980) computed the AAM using zonal wind fields produced daily is likely to be originated by the solar wind. Hö pfner (1996) presented quantitative estimates of the seasonal oscillations in for the entire Earth by two operational national weather services, the US National Meteorological Center (NMC) and LOD and AAM in terms of their temporal variability, and of the consequent imbalances in the seasonal momentum budgets the United Kingdom Meteorological Office (UKMO), for their weather forecasting efforts, and examined the short-term of the global Earth-atmosphere system. Some of the previous estimates of the annual and semivariations in the solid-Earth-atmosphere momentum budget for a four-month period in considerable detail. Barnes et al.
annual oscillations in LOD are summarized in Table 1 . Also, an analytical solution obtained by Zhao & Qu (1995) is listed. (1983) proposed effective AAM functions by which atmospheric motions and mass distribution can be related to Earth rotation
The results are illustrated in Fig. 1 for the annual component and in Fig. 2 for the semi-annual component. For comparison and polar motion. Beginning 1976 January 1, a series of highquality, daily AAM values computed as the atmosphere's of the LOD estimates with those of the excitation contributions, the latter are given in Table 2 . Besides the AAM estimates, the three-dimensional angular momentum vector has become available from the NMC. A second series of estimates of contribution from surface water storage estimated by Chao & O'Connor (1988) and the contribution from the Antarctic various AAM components has been produced by the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA), starting on 1983 September 28. Circumpolar Current based upon volume transport data from Whitworth & Peterson (1985) , evaluated by Naito & The UKMO has also provided data sets since that date. In addition, the European Centre for Medium Range Weather Kikuchi (1990) , are presented. Analogously to Figs 1 and 2, these estimates are plotted in Figs 3 and 4, respectively. The Forecasts (ECMWF or EC) has produced AAM estimates since 1986. expressions for the seasonal components have the form c cos(2pt/T −a), where c is the amplitude, a the phase and T The independent improvements in geodetic and atmospheric measurements of the relevant geophysical parameters have the annual or semi-annual period. The numbers in parentheses included in the symbols for enabled remarkable advances in the study of the Earth's variable rate of rotation, the role of the atmosphere in contriwind terms in Table 2 reflect the uppermost level in the atmosphere (in hPa) used in calculating the AAM values. For buting to this variability, and the close relationship between changes in the axial component of the angular momentum of instance, the series 'Wind (NMC) (50)' incorporates zonal wind fields at levels from 1000 hPa up to and including 50 hPa the atmosphere and that of the solid Earth. For an overview of recent advances in the understanding of the Earth's axial (approximately 21 km altitude), provided by the NMC. The pressure terms are the AAM values due to the global pressure momentum balance on intraseasonal, through interannual, to decadal timescales see Hide & Dickey (1991) and also Rosen field, assuming either non-IB or IB conditions, where 'IB' Zhao & Qu (1995) Note: the phase angle refers to January 1 using the cosine convention. stands for the inverted-barometer effect, i.e. the isostatic hydrological one is less well determined because of the lack of pertinent observations and the difficulty in modelling it in a response of the oceans to pressure variations. Some limitations of the previous studies should be pointed realistic manner. Quantities that are difficult to measure are redistributions of groundwater, variations in global sea level out. First, there are the limited sizes of the samples originating from the various data sources. Second, the estimates represent and changes in the strength of ocean currents such as the Antarctic Circumpolar Current. Because modern, accurate average values over the study periods, except for those by Gu & Paquet (1993) and Hö pfner (1996) . As the results listed geodetic and atmospheric data sets now span a period longer than a decade, they can be used to re-examine the character here clearly show, there exist notable discrepancies among the amplitude and phase estimates. Indeed, some discrepancies of the seasonal variations in LOD and AAM with time and to document the discrepancies that currently exist in the may be due to limitations in the time-series used. Other discrepancies, especially those between LOD and AAM estisolid-Earth-atmosphere momentum budget at the seasonal frequencies. For further studies of the subject, the seasonal mates, however, are likely to reflect the presence of nonatmospheric contributions to the global momentum budget. It behaviour in the residual series formed by subtracting the AAM from the LOD values is of importance. It should is very likely that the additional source is the hydrological budget. But, compared to the atmospheric contribution, the contribute to clarifying the role of the hydrological budget. the individual series received from the operational analysis data are given in Table 3 . Note how the uncertainty is improved by replacing the classical method for measuring such changes centres. The series entering into the combination are selected on the basis of consistency with the reference frames and IERS by space-based techniques over the periods. A plot of the LOD series for the entire 34.5-year period from standards, as well as duration, measurement frequency and precision (see, e.g. IERS 1994) .
1962 to 1996 is shown in Fig. 5 . Also displayed is the trend of LOD, obtained by low-pass filtering of the original data. For The series EOP (IERS) C04 is a continuous series at oneday intervals since 1962. It was computed over six intervals, a discussion of the separation of the major components, namely the trend and seasonal oscillations, see Section 5. 1962 Section 5. -1967 Section 5. , 1968 Section 5. -1971 Section 5. , 1972 Section 5. -1979 Section 5. , 1980 Section 5. -1983 Section 5. , 1984 Section 5. -1987 Section 5. and 1988 . It has been homogenized, merged and then slightly smoothed. The data set used in this study is the LOD 3.2 AAM series of the series EOP (IERS) C04 from 1962 January 1 to 1996 June 11, i.e. modified Julian date (MJD) from 37 665.0 to In general, Earth rotation variations can be excited by two different terms: the mass term associated with mass 50 245.0, where LOD is the excess of the duration of the day relative to 86 400 s. The oscillations in the duration of the days redistribution outside or within the solid Earth that changes the Earth's inertia tensor, and the motion term associated due to zonal tides for periods below 35 days are present in the series in their full magnitude. The characteristics of the LOD with movement that carries net relative angular momentum. Concerning the atmospheric excitation, the effective atmos-850, 700, 500, 400, 300, 250, 200, 150, 100, 70 and 50 hPa. However, the computation of the analysis phase data over the pheric angular momentum functions related to Earth rotation depth of the atmosphere differs in the global circulation models have been described by Barnes et al. (1983) , as noted earlier.
of the various analysis centres. For example, the JMA produces The equatorial components x 1 and x 2 are related to the the data set at 15 levels up to 10 hPa. Since the top level of excitation of the polar motion, and the axial component x 3 is each analysis centre varies (NMC, 50 hPa; UKMO, about related to changes in LOD. According to the two excitation 25 hPa; JMA, 10 hPa; ECMWF, 10 hPa), the difference resulting origins, these components are partitioned into contributions from these different heights would be noticed in the strength by wind and pressure, which are referred to as the motion of the seasonal cycle. For additional details, see e.g. Salstein & term or wind term, and the matter term or pressure term, ; Naito, Kikuchi & Yokoyama (1987) ; Salstein respectively. The AAM values have been calculated from forecast et al. (1993); and IERS (1994) . and analysis data sets for numerical weather prediction, and
As noted above, we are here only concerned with the axial are available from the four meteorological analysis centres component x 3 and, in particular, with the wind term labelled NMC, UKMO, JMA and ECMWF. The abbreviations used x 3 (W ) and with the pressure term computed under two to denote these are as in Section 2.
idealized extremes: without and with the inverted-barometer The forecast and analysis system used at the major weather effect, labelled x 3 (P) and x 3 (P+IB), respectively. The wind centres is a complex three-step cycle including analysis, term x 3 (W ) is the dominant term in the AAM and must be initialization and forecast. Consequently, there are three kinds evaluated from the global zonal wind speed at all fixed of data: the analysis phase data, the initialization phase data altitudes. Compared to x 3 (W ), the pressure terms x 3 (P) and and the forecast data. For computing AAM functions, the x 3 (P+IB) are relatively small. The non-IB case assumes zero NMC, UKMO and ECMWF source data are the initialization yielding of the ocean to air pressure loading, whereas in the phase data, while the JMA estimates are based on the analysis IB case the ocean responds to the changing loading and phase data. The analysis step assimilates all raw meteorological unloading completely isostatically. The reality presumably lies observations from a heterogeneous network of upper-air radiosomewhere between the two extremes of the non-IB and IB sondes, aircraft and a variety of satellite-based observing cases. The two weather centres NMC and JMA calculate both systems. Its results are a set of mean surface pressures over types of pressure terms, whereas the other two centres do not. the globe, and a set of global wind fields on a 2.5°×2.5°T he accurate determination of the oceanic contribution to the latitude-longitude grid at the surface and at different standard pressure term requires a model of the dynamic response that pressure levels in the vertical coordinate. As reported in IERS is more sophisticated than that of the inverted-barometer model. (1994) , there are now 12 mandatory levels, namely at 1000, Concerning the calculation of the pressure term, it should be noted that the values based on the NMC and ECMWF data are computed directly from the initialized surface pressures on model mountains, while the values based on the JMA data are estimated using the surface pressures on real mountains re-estimated from the geopotentials and temperatures of the analysis phase data (Naito et al. 1987) .
The longest AAM series is the one computed by the NMC, labelled AAM (NMC), which started in July 1976. There is also the AAM series computed by the JMA, labelled AAM (JMA), which started in October 1983. The data sets used to derive the seasonal oscillations related to LOD are the following time-series: x 3 (W ), x 3 (P) and x 3 (P+IB) from the series AAM (NMC) from 1976 July 1 to 1995 December 31, i.e. MJD from 42 960.0 to 50 082.0, and x 3 (W ), x 3 (P) and x 3 (P+IB) from the series AAM (JMA) from 1983 September 28 to 1995 December 31, i.e. MJD from 45 605.0 to 50 082.0. Table 4 lists some characteristics of the AAM data used here.
As can be seen, the AAM data are typically produced on the basis of an increased sample over time. Note also that the data from the JMA sampled daily (i.e. from 1983 December 11 to 1986 June 30) are provided at 6 h UTC. Earlier data generally have less complete coverage in altitude, often leaving out the entire stratosphere or a large portion of it. Hence, before January 1981, the NMC data cover altitudes only up to the 100 hPa level (an altitude of about 16 km), encompassing 90 per cent of the mass of the atmosphere. After this time, the calculated AAMs routinely incorporate data at levels up to the 50 hPa level (about 21 km). In contrast, the JMA data integrate winds from the surface up to the 10 hPa level (about 30 km), accounting for 99 per cent of the atmosphere in terms of mass. Regarding the data homogeneity, it should be noticed that because of substantial changes in the general circulation models used to assimilate the original meteorological observations, the NMC data are less homogeneous than those of the JMA.
On the assumption that changes in the angular momentum of the entire atmosphere about the polar axis relative to an Earth-fixed frame are accompanied by equal, but opposite, changes in the Earth's angular momentum, we have
where LOD atm is the atmospheric contribution to LOD, i.e. LOD inferred from AAM. The units of the AAM data are non-dimensional, while LOD is expressed in seconds of time (s). Thus, the AAM values are converted into LOD atm estimates by inverting their signs and multiplying by the scale factor of 8.64×104.
Preparatory to further analysis of the LOD atm data, it is necessary to produce time-series free from gaps, as well as free from random and systematic errors, and to make available evenly spaced daily series. Gaps as found by testing the sampling intervals were removed as follows. First, occasional gaps were linearly interpolated. Then, gaps of a few days were filled by making use of the data from the other weather centres or by a more sophisticated interpolation method. Changes in atmospheric circulation models lead to systematic errors in the form of step-like discontinuities in the time-series. Some jumps with a few gross errors were found by visualizing the The LOD atm data sets from the NMC system are displayed in Fig. 6 . The corresponding data from the JMA system are (MJD 46 579), on 1987 August 12 (MJD 47 020) and on 1991 March 5 (MJD 48 321), of which two are mentioned in not shown here; for these, see Hö pfner (1997). For purposes of comparison, the series have been plotted on the same Rosen, Salstein & Wood (1990) . In the case of the detected outliers, linear interpolation was usually applied. The one-day timescale as for the LOD in Fig. 5 . The three curves in Fig. 6 are the variations of the wind term x 3 (W ) (top), the pressure JMA series for MJD from 45 680.25 to 46 611.25 had to be resampled using linear interpolation to conform to sampling term x 3 (P) (centre) and the pressure IB term x 3 (P+IB) ( bottom). The trends obtained by applying a low-pass filter to at the epochs 0 and 12 h UTC. After pre-processing of the AAM data in the manner described, the NMC and JMA the data sets are illustrated as well. For details of the filtering procedure see Hö pfner (1997) . Note that the x 3 (W ) plot is LOD atm series at daily intervals over their entire time spans were used as input data for this study, together with those clearly dominated by the annual periodicity. There are strong similarities between the curves of the NMC and JMA systems. for LOD.
Concerning the uncertainties of the AAM time-series, it should be noted that none of the weather centres that compute 4 CORRELATIONS BETWEEN LOD AND these data give uncertainty estimates. However, there have LOD AT M SERIES been a number of studies done to assess the errors of the AAM data, especially for the wind term x 3 (W ) (e.g. Eubanks et al.
To obtain a first idea of the relationship between the LOD and LOD atm time-series, their correlations were computed. 1985b; . These studies were primarily based on a comparison of the time-series of the various weather Table 5 shows the estimates of the correlation coefficient r for the NMC and JMA systems, where the trends and the periods centres with each other. This comparison shows that the mean intercentre difference between x 3 (W ) estimates on a calendar are those obtained from the trend calculations (see Section 5 and compare with Figs 5 and 6). In the case of LOD atm , we year basis has diminished considerably in recent years (Rosen 1993) . From these and their own studies, Freedman et al.
included the wind term and the two pressure terms separately and jointly. Furthermore, we obtained similar results from (1994) chose a nominal value of 0.05 ms as the formal error for the NMC AAM analysis and forecast series. As reported LOD data from which the tidal effects Sa and Ssa were removed. by Naito & Kikuchi (1990) , the x 3 (W ) values computed by the JMA have, in general, an error of around 3 per cent.
The above correlation estimates are clearly dependent on the sample size. It should be noted that they are average values Computing the pressure terms x 3 (P) and x 3 (P+IB) from the operational analyses is somewhat more problematic than comover the periods considered and that the correlation may be time-variable. Presumably degraded by systematic errors in puting the wind term x 3 (W ), as is evident by step jumps that correspond on occasions to procedural changes. The error in the AAM (NMC) series, the correlation coefficient is somewhat lower in the earlier years. the pressure term was comparable to that in the wind term For 1996) , we have designed zero-phase digital filters for separating the major components from the To focus on the seasonal discrepancies between the LOD and original data at one-day intervals. These filters were applied LOD atm series, we applied two analysis steps. to the LOD and LOD atm series. Their amplitude characteristics are depicted in Fig. 7 . For more details about the filters, see (1) Separating the major components by filtering the timeseries. Using one-day values, the data were analysed for the Hö pfner (1997).
To separate a long-term trend from the original LOD following periods: LOD from 1962 January 1 to 1996 June 11, i.e. MJD from 37 665.0 to 50 245.0; LOD atm from the NMC data, this series was first low-pass filtered. The LOD atm data sets from the NMC and the JMA systems, both of them system from 1976 July 1 to 1995 December 31, i.e. MJD from 42 960.0 to 50 082.0; and LOD atm from the JMA system including the wind term x 3 (W ), the pressure term x 3 (P) and the pressure IB term x 3 (P+IB) series, were then processed in from 1983 September 28 to 1995 December 31, i.e. MJD from 45 605.0 to 50 082.0.
a manner similar to the LOD data. As mentioned above, the LOD variation together with its trend is shown in Fig. 5 The (1953) . Then, from the uncertainty s 0 , the standard NMC system are plotted in Fig. 6 (see Section 3.2). For the deviation of the mean and of the three-point mean may be use of the trends in the computations of correlations between computed. LOD and LOD atm , see Section 4. The LOD data have a longFor details of the procedure for deriving the amplitude, term drift, not matched by the LOD atm data. This is probably period and phase changes, including the standard deviations, the result of a core-mantle angular momentum exchange, as see Hö pfner (1997). As in Section 2, note that the phase angle reported earlier (e.g. Lambeck 1980; Eubanks et al. 1985b;  refers to the cosine function, where the argument is expressed Greiner-Mai 1993 , 1995 .
with negative phase value. Band-pass filtering was used to isolate the annual and semiBoth the seasonal LOD oscillations without the tidal annual oscillations in the LOD data. Since the tidal effects Sa effects Sa and Ssa and the seasonal LOD atm oscillations from and Ssa induced by the tides of the solid Earth and oceans the NMC and JMA systems were processed according to still contribute to the seasonal oscillations of LOD, they have the procedure described above. To represent the estimates been removed by adopting IERS standards (McCarthy 1992) , graphically, they were smoothed with a moving five-point according to Yoder, Williams & Parke (1981) modified by the average. On the same scale as in earlier figures, the variability ocean effects derived from Dickman (1991). In Fig. 8, the with time of the amplitude, phase and period of the oscillation annual oscillation of LOD without the tidal effect Sa is shown in LOD and LOD atm at the annual frequency is plotted in at the top and the semi-annual oscillation without the tidal Figs 11-13, and that at the semi-annual frequency in Figs effect Ssa at the bottom. Also displayed are the two tidal effects 14-16. In each figure, the amplitude variation is shown at the themselves. In the same manner as for the LOD data, the top, the phase variation at the centre and the period variation LOD atm series of the NMC and JMA systems were filtered by at the bottom. The period change has a reference baseline of the two band-pass digital filters. For the NMC system, the 365.25 days for the annual oscillation and 182.625 days for the resulting annual and semi-annual oscillations are illustrated in semi-annual oscillation. Some more details are as follows. Figs 9 and 10, respectively. Here, the component of the wind term x 3 (W ) is plotted at the top, the components of the pressure term x 3 (P) and of the wind term plus pressure Annual frequency term x 3 (W )+x 3 (P) at the centre and those of the pressure IB In Fig. 11 , the three curves in each panel indicate the change term x 3 (P+IB) and of the wind term plus pressure IB term of the parameters of the annual LOD component minus the x 3 (W )+x 3 (P+IB) at the bottom. It should be noted that the tidal effect Sa, and of the wind terms x 3 (W) in the NMC seasonal signals filtered out from the pressure term x 3 (P) and and JMA systems. Similar curves to those in Fig. 11 are the pressure IB term x 3 (P+IB), although small, are well shown in Figs 12 and 13, but for the wind plus pressure quantified and therefore clearly visible in Figs 9 and 10, terms x 3 (W)+x 3 (P) and the wind plus pressure IB terms respectively. As discussed earlier, by incorporating both wind x 3 (W)+x 3 (P+IB), respectively. and pressure terms, the total seasonal signals of LOD atm should better coincide with those of LOD without the tidal effects Sa and Ssa. For the JMA system, a graphical representation of Semi-annual frequency the annual and semi-annual LOD atm oscillations can be found Fig. 14 exhibits the variations of the parameters of the semiin Hö pfner (1997) .
annual LOD component minus the tidal effect Ssa, and of the wind terms x 3 (W) in the NMC and JMA systems. Similar curves to those in Fig. 14 are shown in Figs 15 and 16, but for 5.2 Calculating optimal estimates of the oscillation the wind plus pressure terms x 3 (W)+x 3 (P) and the wind plus parameters pressure IB terms x 3 (W)+x 3 (P+IB), respectively. As can be seen in Figs 8-10 , the periodic signals of LOD and A survey of the range of the variations of the three para-LOD atm change with time. Therefore, the objective was to meters of the annual and semi-annual components is displayed obtain an optimal estimate of the following three parameters in Table 6 , where the values are given not only for the periods of the seasonal oscillations: amplitude, period and phase. To of the calculation but also for short, similar periods. The periods used are described in the introduction of Section 5. quantify the temporal changes of the oscillations, we found it Table 7 presents the standard errors of the estimates and convenient to apply to the resulting data a simple method means, calculated as described above. The LOD and LOD atm based on the maximum, zero crossing and minimum of a results are discussed in the next section. Note that in this and periodic function, instead of moving least-squares fits of annual the following sections, 'LOD' stands for LOD without the and semi-annual sinusoids at quarterly intervals as described tidal effects Sa and Ssa. by Hö pfner (1996) . The procedure involves the following successive steps:
DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS
(1) searching the time-series for its zero crossings; (2) finding the maxima and minima between the zero In the first place, it can be seen in Figs 11-16 and Tables 6  crossings; and 7 that all the seasonal components of LOD and of LOD atm (3) forming the amplitude time-series by inverting the signs in the NMC and JMA systems show statistically significant of the minima; variations of their amplitudes, phases and periods with time. (4) finding the period values as moving three-point means;
The variations derived here from the LOD (IERS) series agree well with those derived from the LOD (SLR) series reported (5) determining the phase angles as means. Over the JMA time interval, the amplitude variations of the wind terms x 3 (W ) of both respectively. The LOD (SLR) series available for analysis was short, and accordingly this comparison is restricted to short systems are rather similar, and the parallelism to those of LOD is better for those in the JMA system than for those in time spans, namely from 1986 to 1991 for the annual oscillation and from 1985 to 1992 for the semi-annual oscillation. For the NMC system. In Fig. 11 (centre) , the phase-lag estimates of LOD differ from those of the wind term x 3 (W ) of the NMC reasons of space a direct comparison of the results is not given. As mentioned above, note also that the previous amplitudes, system by a few degrees at the beginning. If there exist similar differences for the JMA system, they are very small. Fig. 11 phases and periods were estimated by moving least-squares fits.
( bottom) reveals that the annual period estimates of the three components vary in a corresponding manner, but the LOD period changes are obviously later for the JMA time span. The 6.1 Annual oscillation previous result of a period variation from 355 to 375 days (Hö pfner 1996) is confirmed. Fig. 11 (top) shows that the LOD amplitude estimates are typically smaller than those of the wind terms x 3 (W ) of the Compared to Fig. 11 , it can be seen in Fig. 12 that the amplitude, phase and period variations of the wind plus NMC and JMA systems. The differences between the amplitude estimates of LOD and of the NMC system are larger at the pressure terms x 3 (W )+x 3 (P) of the NMC and JMA systems are quite similar to those for the wind terms x 3 (W ) alone, i.e. beginning and decrease steadily with time. There is an ampli- the pressure term x 3 (P) produces no noticeable effect with degrees from the LOD estimates. Compared to Fig. 12 (centre), we can see that the phase difference here is even a little larger time. However, there is a better agreement of these parameter estimates with the LOD estimates. In Fig. 12 (top) , note the than there. After that, when the JMA time-series begins, there is good agreement between the estimates of both systems and much smaller amplitude differences between the two curves of the x 3 (W )+x 3 (P) NMC and JMA components and the curve those of LOD. Concerning the period, it can be seen in Fig. 13 ( bottom) that no conformity of the variation of the kind of the LOD component. Regarding the phase angle estimates shown in Fig. 12 (centre) , we can say that these overlap obtained for the wind plus pressure terms x 3 (W )+x 3 (P) (Fig. 12, bottom) exists. within their uncertainties. According to Fig. 12 ( bottom) , the variations of the three period time-series agree with each other It is worth mentioning that the parameter estimates of the wind plus pressure terms x 3 (W )+x 3 (P) of the NMC and JMA extremely well.
In Fig. 13 (top) , the wind plus pressure IB terms systems agree better with the previous estimates obtained by Hö pfner (1996) for the annual LOD (SLR) component for x 3 (W )+x 3 (P+IB) of the NMC and JMA systems show variations in amplitude similar to the wind plus pressure terms the years 1986-1991 (see Fig. 1 ) than with the estimates of the LOD (IERS) component over this time span. Obviously, the x 3 (W )+x 3 (P) shown in Fig. 12 (top) . Here, the agreement with the LOD amplitude estimates is just as good. However, their reason for this is that the LOD data of the EOP (IERS) C04 series is a combination of individual series that is slightly phase estimates, displayed in Fig. 13 (centre) , especially for the NMC time-series until 1988, differ systematically by a few smoothed (see Section 3.1). Note: s 0 , standard error of a single estimate; s amplitude , standard error of an amplitude mean; s phase , standard error of a phase mean; s period , standard error of a period three-point mean; n, number of pairs; in case of the period, number of differences.
Comparing Figs 15 and 16 , we see similar characteristics of the 6.2 Semi-annual oscillation variations in amplitude, phase and period of the semi-annual Given the variation in amplitude of the LOD component and LOD atm components in both systems. of the wind terms x 3 (W ) of the NMC and JMA systems shown In contrast to the annual oscillation, the previous estimates in Fig. 14 (top) , it is clearly visible that the variation of the obtained for the semi-annual LOD (SLR) component over the LOD component runs nearly parallel to that of the wind term time span 1985-1992 by Hö pfner (1996) (see Fig. 2 ) are x 3 (W ) of the NMC system. Here, the LOD amplitude is virtually identical to those of the LOD (IERS) component consistently larger by 0.08 ms. The wind term x 3 (W ) for the over this time span. JMA system is characterized by slightly larger amplitude than Concerning the variations of the parameters of the seasonal of the wind term x 3 (W ) for the NMC system. In Fig. 14 LOD atm oscillations in the NMC system, it should be pointed (centre), note the rather similar variations in phase. However, out that, as described in Section 3.2, prior to January 1981, there are three small disagreements, namely at the beginning the AAM (NMC) data covered altitudes up to only the 100 hPa and in 1983 for the NMC phase time-series, and at the end level, but after that, up to the 50 hPa level. We describe this for the phase time-series of both systems. As Fig. 14 ( bottom) by saying that each LOD atm time series is first in the 'old shows, the variations in period with time are quite similar, system' and then in the 'new system'. Using the band-pass except at the beginning of the period time-series of the wind filters to separate the annual and semi-annual oscillations from term x 3 (W ) of the NMC system, where a disagreement exists the LOD atm (NMC) time series, we obtained the resulting with that of the LOD component. Evidently, the semi-annual time-series in the old, old-new-mixed and new systems for the period estimates of the three components vary between 176 following time spans: and 189 days. This result coincides with that reported by (1) annual oscillation Hö pfner (1996) . These should be compared with the periods listed in measurement error, systematic error and unmodelled angular Section 5. In connection with these periods, we notice a momentum exchange. show the so-called residual oscillations at the annual and LOD atm oscillations are distinguished by the fact that the semi-annual periods, respectively. For the sake of clarity and annual oscillation has an excess amplitude, whereas the for later discussion, the data are plotted on larger scales semi-annual oscillation has a deficient amplitude compared to than in the previous figures. In addition, the ranges of the the seasonal LOD oscillations. Ultimately, it is still necessary variations of the oscillation parameters and associated standard to judge whether the wind plus pressure term x 3 (W )+x 3 (P) deviations are summarized in Table 8 . As in Section 6, a or the wind plus pressure IB term x 3 (W )+x 3 (P+IB) is the comparison of the results referred to the two independent better LOD atm component. We have found that the annual systems NMC and JMA reveals the role of systematic errors oscillation of the wind plus pressure term x 3 (W )+x 3 (P) agrees in the LOD atm data. Discrepancies that are not explainable better with that of the LOD component. By contrast, the semiby measurement and systematic errors suggest significant annual oscillation of the wind plus pressure term x 3 (W )+x 3 (P) imbalances in the solid-Earth-atmosphere angular momentum and that of the wind plus pressure IB term x 3 (W )+x 3 (P+IB) budget caused by other excitation sources. coincide to a larger degree.
Imbalances may be largely eliminated by incorporating wind data through as much of the height of the atmosphere, including 7 SEASONAL DISCREPANCIES IN THE the stratosphere, as possible. Regarding the JMA system, the EARTH-ATMOSPHERE ANGULAR only winds missing from the solid-Earth-atmosphere angular MOMENTUM BUDGET momentum budget are in the atmospheric layer from 10 to 1 hPa. However, according to Rosen & Salstein (1991) , they The seasonal imbalances in the solid-Earth-atmosphere angular momentum budget must be some combination of make an important contribution to the momentum budget at Tables 6 and 7. the seasonal periods, although the layer represents less than budget, the discrepancy between LOD and LOD atm greatly decreases. In Figs 17 and 18 , the annual and semi-annual wind 1 per cent of the atmosphere's mass. The results for the annual and semi-annual components of the relative angular oscillations, respectively, of the 10-1 hPa atmospheric layer are plotted and denoted by x 3 (W ) (10-1). momentum of the atmosphere between 1000 and 10 hPa and between 1000 and 1 hPa in the NMC and EC systems given In Section 2, the surface-water-induced variation computed by Chao & O'Connor (1988) was mentioned, as it may prove by Rosen & Salstein (1991) were used to estimate the amplitude and phase of the signals in the 10-1 hPa layer. The estimates to be a significant contribution to the total seasonal, nontidal oscillations in LOD. These global effects are due to the obtained are given in Table 9 .
Here, the phase angle refers to January 1 in the cosine seasonal mass redistribution of continental surface water storage. Regarding the calculations, it should be noted that convention. Note that the sign of the amplitude indicates whether the contribution is of positive or negative effect.
these are based on the basic continental-water-budget equation. In contrast to the previous studies on the annual wobble Accordingly, at the annual period, the wind term neglected from the 10-1 hPa layer is such as to counterbalance the excess excitation caused by surface-water variations (e.g. Van Hylckama 1970; Hinnov & Wilson 1987) , the problem described by of the LOD atm oscillation in the JMA system. At the semiannual period, when the term is included in the momentum Chao & O'Connor (1988) is considered, which allows for the snow-load contribution obtained from satellite data. The time, we see good agreement, in particular from 1989 to the end of the series. Since the x 3 (W ) data of the JMA system hydrological data used have two parts, as follows.
cover altitudes up to the 10 hPa level, whereas those of the (1) The snow mass distribution according to satellite remote NMC integrate winds only up to the 50 hPa level, as reported sensing data for 1979 see Chao et al. (1987) .
in Section 2, we regard the JMA results as more significant (2) The rain precipitation data according to Willmott, Rowe than those of the NMC. This assessment coincides with the & Mintz (1985) , which are long-term averages for each of the range of the amplitude variations and the appropriate standard 12 months. Some 50 years of global data went into this deviations given in Table 8 . averaging process, but the geographical coverage is far from A comparison of the JMA curve with that of the wind signal uniform.
in the 10-1 hPa atmospheric layer in Fig. 17 (top) shows that there is very good agreement in amplitude. Note also their The study has excluded Greenland and Antarctica since their mass balance involves snow accumulation, melting and quite similar variations for part of the time span. Considering that the amplitude and phase estimates of the annual contrisublimation on top of moving glacial ice sheets, which are largely unknown. According to Chao (personal communication, 1997) , bution represent average values referred to a relatively short time span, the significant annual residual oscillation could be the results have not been updated since 1985. There have been other (presumably more sophisticated) models for rain explained by this effect, where the excess amplitude of the annual LOD atm component in terms of x 3 (W )+x 3 (P) of the precipitation, evapotranspiration and run-off, but satellite remote sensing still provides the most reliable estimate for snow.
JMA system relative to LOD is perfectly counterbalanced for most of the time; cf. Fig. 12 (top) . Thus, at the annual period, Also shown in Figs 17 and 18 are the seasonal contributions from estimates of surface water storage on continents by Chao the wind term x 3 (W ) (10-1) is apparently responsible for the continuing significant imbalance in the solid- Earth-& O'Connor (1988) , for more detailed comparisons with the remaining seasonal discrepancies in the solid-Earth-atmosphere atmosphere angular momentum budget in the JMA system at the achieved level of uncertainty. angular momentum budget.
In Section 2, we also reported on the contribution from the The surface-water-induced oscillation is nearly identical to the wind signal in the 10-1 hPa atmospheric layer, as Fig. 17 Antarctic Circumpolar Current estimated by Naito & Kikuchi (1990) . Note that this effect is ignored since its contributions (top) also shows. Therefore, the same remarks as made about the wind contribution can be made about the hydrological are smaller than the standard deviations of the amplitudes of the residual oscillations at the annual and semi-annual periods contribution. Since the annual term of x 3 (W ) (10-1), if added to that of LOD atm , could bring the LOD and LOD atm by an order of magnitude or more; compare the amplitude estimates of the seasonal Antarctic Circumpolar Current terms oscillations into very close agreement, the estimate from surface water storage (as computed by Chao & O'Connor 1988) from Table 2 with the corresponding uncertainties given in Table 8. appears to be too large. Undoubtedly, this process does contribute to the annual oscillation in LOD, but at a certain It is not surprising to discover that the results displayed in Figs 17 and 18 and Table 8 confirm the earlier judgement of level of precision, as Rosen & Salstein (1991) assert. the seasonal oscillations of the LOD atm time-series in the NMC and JMA systems (see Section 6). We shall discuss separately 7.2 Semi-annual residual oscillation the annual and semi-annual residual oscillations.
Similarly to Fig. 17 , the semi-annual residual oscillations derived as difference series between the LOD and LOD atm 7.1 Annual residual oscillation data without the IB effect in the NMC and JMA systems are illustrated in Fig. 18 (top), and with the IB effect in Fig. 18 Fig. 17 (top) shows the annual residual oscillations derived as difference series between the LOD and LOD atm data without ( bottom). Note that the residuals derived both with and without the IB effect in the NMC system show amplitudes the IB effect in the NMC and JMA systems, and Fig. 17 ( bottom) shows the same but with the IB effect. Concerning varying considerably with time. In comparison with the corresponding amplitudes in the JMA system, they are generally the results in the NMC system, notice the residual components between the LOD data and LOD atm data in terms of larger. As for the annual frequency, larger systematic errors in the LOD atm data of the NMC system than for the JMA system x 3 (W )+x 3 (P) and x 3 (W )+x 3 (P+IB), respectively, with a clearly larger amplitude during the time span for the old-newprovide the most likely explanation for the disagreement. Essentially, the discrepancies remain because of the exclusion mixed system due to the change of the top level from 100 hPa to 50 hPa in computing the x 3 (W ) values since January 1981; of the part of the stratosphere above the 100 hPa or 50 hPa level; see Sections 2 and 6 for details. However, the results see Sections 2 and 6 for details. For the JMA period, there is generally good agreement between the curves of the NMC and derived from the wind plus pressure term x 3 (W )+x 3 (P) in both systems differ more than those derived from the wind JMA systems. Here, the curves derived from the wind plus pressure term x 3 (W )+x 3 (P) agree better than those derived plus pressure IB term x 3 (W )+x 3 (P+IB) in terms of the difference in the annual oscillation, i.e. in most cases the from the wind plus pressure IB term x 3 (W )+x 3 (P+IB), i.e. the inverted-barometer effect makes each residual oscillation inverted-barometer effect makes each residual oscillation somewhat smaller in its amplitude and better in its similarity to somewhat larger in its amplitude and worse in its similarity to that in the other system. In other words, the results derived that of the other system. In other words, the results derived with the IB effect represent the better estimates. without the IB effect represent the better estimates.
At the annual period, the residual components in the NMC At the semi-annual period, we regard the JMA results as more significant than those of the NMC, as for the annual and JMA systems for the JMA time span have a similar amplitude of about 0.025 ms. Regarding their changes with period. This assessment is based on the fact that the amplitude Figure 18 . As for Fig. 17 , but for the semi-annual oscillation of the difference series between the LOD and LOD atm data.
